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Transfer entropy in continuous time, with applications to jump and neural spiking
processes
Richard E. Spinney, Mikhail Prokopenko and Joseph T. Lizier
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Faculty of Engineering & IT, The University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia
(Dated: April 4, 2017)
Transfer entropy has been used to quantify the directed flow of information between source and
target variables in many complex systems. While transfer entropy was originally formulated in
discrete time, in this paper we provide a framework for considering transfer entropy in continuous
time systems, based on Radon-Nikodym derivatives between measures of complete path realizations.
To describe the information dynamics of individual path realizations, we introduce the pathwise
transfer entropy, the expectation of which is the transfer entropy accumulated over a finite time
interval. We demonstrate that this formalism permits an instantaneous transfer entropy rate. These
properties are analogous to the behavior of physical quantities defined along paths such as work and
heat. We use this approach to produce an explicit form for the transfer entropy for pure jump
processes, and highlight the simplified form in the specific case of point processes (frequently used
in neuroscience to model neural spike trains). Finally, we present two synthetic spiking neuron model
examples to exhibit the pertinent features of our formalism, namely, that the information flow for
point processes consists of discontinuous jump contributions (at spikes in the target) interrupting
a continuously varying contribution (relating to waiting times between target spikes). Numerical
schemes based on our formalism promise significant benefits over existing strategies based on discrete
time formalisms.
PACS numbers: 89.70.-a,89.70.Cf,89.75.-k
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of directed information flow between en-
tities in distributed complex systems is of wide interest
across neuroscience, economics, systems biology, multi-
agent systems, etc. To quantify the directed information
flow between two variables based on samples of time-
series of their activity, the transfer entropy [1] has be-
come the standard approach [2, 3]. Transfer entropy [1, 4]
from Y to X for a pair of coincident time ordered se-
quences (xn0 , y
n
0 ) where x
n
0 = (x0, x1 . . . xn) such that the
subscript n is a (discrete) time index, is given by
T (k,l)y→x(n) =
〈
ln
P (xn|x
n−1
n−k, y
n−1
n−l )
P (xn|x
n−1
n−k)
〉
(1)
=
〈
t(k,l)y→x(xn, x
n−1
n−k, y
n−1
n−l )
〉
, (2)
measured here and throughout in nats, where {k > 0} ∈
N, {l > 0} ∈ N. Here, 〈. . .〉 indicates an ensemble average
and we use P to indicate a probability distribution for
an implied discrete random variable x. Note that t
(k,l)
y→x,
the local transfer entropy [5], represents the log ratio for
a given sample {xnn−k, y
n−1
n−l } at time n. Indeed, one may
interpret the local quantity as the difference in “surprise”
[6] of the outcome xn between scenarios where the his-
tory of x is known and where the history of y is known in
addition to that of x. This difference thus characterizes
how helpful the history of y was in predicting xn over
and above the history of x. Transfer entropy may be
suitably extended for continuous random variables x and
y (in discrete time) by replacing discrete probabilities
P with probability density functions p, with appropriate
weighted integrals over p(xn|x
n−1
n−k, y
n−1
n−l ) for the expecta-
tion value [7], based on underlying differential entropies
[6].
The transfer entropy is a measure of predictive infor-
mation transfer, not of causal effect [2]. It is particularly
useful in describing distributed information processing
(where raw causality is not), such as identifying emergent
dynamic structures (i.e., gliders) in cellular automata [5],
cascading information waves in swarms [8], and informa-
tion carrying signal properties in biochemical pathways
[9].
Indeed, transfer entropy has proven particularly popu-
lar in computational neuroscience for characterizing neu-
ral information flows, with applications such as infer-
ring effective neural information networks underpinning
cognitive tasks and their variation [10–14], across data
modalities including magnetoencephalography (MEG)
[15, 16], electroencephalography (EEG) [17–19], and
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [20, 21].
Applications to spike train data have been less abundant,
however. This is because in considering neural spiking
data, and many other processes ubiquitous in fields rang-
ing from physics to economics and beyond, we do not
have a discretized time basis, but instead have events
which occur at an arbitrary resolution in continuous time.
How should one rigorously compute the transfer entropy
for such data sets? Previous approaches have attempted
to apply the discrete time formalism to such systems in a
number of ways, for example, in examining the informa-
tion between most recent events in an economic setting
[22], or in discretizing time (i.e., time binning) for spiking
neural processes [23–27]. Such approaches necessarily re-
cast the dynamics in order to make empirical approxima-
2tions, which may ignore key mechanisms relevant to the
source-target relationship. In particular, discretizations
in time cannot detect interactions (including feedback)
below the resolution of the discretization. Choosing a
fine discretization (e.g. to ensure only one event occurs in
any bin, requiring, for example in neural spike processes,
bin sizes of ms order or less) to counter this, however,
leads to the temporal history either being seriously un-
dersampled or simply ignored.1 While it may be possible
to optimize such trade-offs for a time discretization (e.g.
[35]), one cannot simultaneously avoid all of these issues
in general.
Instead, we argue that optimal treatment of informa-
tion flow in these processes (such as neural spike trains)
first requires a distinct theoretical understanding of the
nature of transfer entropy in continuous time. Such an
approach requires rethinking the idea that transfer en-
tropy is a quantity that is defined at an instant in time
for which there are local versions, but rather considers
transfer entropy as a quantity that is accumulated over
a finite time interval with an associated instantaneous
transfer entropy rate. The transfer entropy accumulated
over a time interval is the average of an individual fluc-
tuating quantity along a single path realization which we
call the pathwise transfer entropy. The pathwise transfer
entropy for a given realization is not guaranteed to be
smooth meaning that even where an (average) transfer
entropy rate exists, the notion of a local transfer entropy
rate, at a given instant of an individual realization, may
not generally be well defined.
We begin by presenting how the transfer entropy
should be reconsidered in continuous time (Sect. II)
wherein we present our central quantities, the transfer
entropy rate and pathwise transfer entropy, which, in or-
der to be expressed generally require a measure-theoretic
formulation. We then apply this formalism, offering ana-
lytic forms for our central quantities, for jump processes
(those which exhibit jumps between states at continuous
time points) in Sect. III, and specialize this solution for
neural spike trains, or more broadly point processes, in
Sect. IV. Next, we apply our solution for transfer entropy
for spike trains to a number of scenarios in Sect. V, in
order to highlight the properties of the approach and how
results should be interpreted. Our results imply a sim-
ple empirical form for the transfer entropy rate for spike
trains, summing – at each target spike only – the log
ratio of history-dependent spike rates, with and without
knowledge of the source. We expect these results to have
significant influence on the measurement of information
transfer in data sets from point processes, for example,
broadening the already wide application of transfer en-
tropy in computational neuroscience to spike train data
1 Employing a fine discretization will lead to values for k in xn−1n−k
becoming impractically large since, for example, the temporal
structure in spike trains is often tens or even several hundred ms
long [28, 29], or indeed scale-free for critical dynamics [30–34].
sets.
II. TRANSFER ENTROPY IN CONTINUOUS
TIME
A. Measure-theoretic transfer entropy
In this section, we establish a generalized form for the
transfer entropy in terms of relationships between prob-
ability measures on arbitrary stochastic processes. To
do so, we utilize measure-theoretic approaches, an oft-
quoted rationale for which is to unify the ad hoc methods
which exist for discrete and continuous random variables
and, under one framework, allow for the discussion of
random variables for which probability mass functions
or densities cannot be readily formulated. For instance,
these could be combinations of discrete and continuous
random variables or more sophisticated quantities such
as random fields. While only a generalization in discrete
time, this will be essential when we come to consider
continuous time, where the complete behaviour of some
process evolving in time is described by an uncountably
infinite number of points, and so any formalism must be
able to manage quantities which capture the whole pro-
cess such as random functions.
Our first observation is that we can generalize eq. (1)
by recognizing it as the expectation of the logarithm
of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of a given conditional
probability measure with respect to a distinct, but equiv-
alent,2, conditional probability measure (as observed in
[36]). We point out that the Radon-Nikodym derivative
serves as the density of a measure with respect to another
and can function as a generalized Jacobian, changing be-
tween those measures under an integral, analogously to
a normal derivative. Heuristically, therefore, one may
consider it to be the ratio of the probabilities assigned
to a set in the relevant limit of that set size. For in-
stance, in discrete time processes that concern finite state
spaces it can be considered as the ratio of two different
probabilities of a given event and for continuous state
spaces it is the ratio of probability density functions. In
discrete time, this leads us to the following definition:
2 Equivalent measures are those which are absolutely continuous
with respect to the other such that each agree on which sets of
events have probability zero.
3Definition 1. Given two stochastic processes {xt}t∈T
and {yt}t∈T adapted to the underlying filtered probability
space (Ω,F , {Ft}t∈T, P ), indexed by the set of consecutive
integers T ⊆ Z, the transfer entropy is the expectation of
the logarithm of the Radon-Nikodym derivative between
two equivalent measures on the random variable xn tak-
ing values in a measurable state space (Σx,X ), which are
regular conditional probabilities given two related condi-
tions:
T (k,l)y→x
∣∣n
n−1
= EP
[
ln
dPn(xn|x
n−1
n−k, y
n−1
n−l )
dPn(xn|x
n−1
n−k)
]
=
∫
Ω
ln
dPn(xn|x
n−1
n−k, y
n−1
n−l )
dPn(xn|x
n−1
n−k)
(ω)dP (ω). (3)
The extended notion of a local transfer entropy is analo-
gously defined as
T (k,l)y→x (xn, x
n−1
n−k, y
n−1
n−l ) = ln
dPn(xn|x
n−1
n−k, y
n−1
n−l )
dPn(xn|x
n−1
n−k)
. (4)
With this notation for the transfer entropy, in contrast
to Eq. (2), we introduce and emphasize the concept that
this is the transfer entropy associated with, or accumu-
lated over, the interval n− 1 to n indicated by the
∣∣n
n−1
notation (see further discussion in Sect. II C). We may
generalize this over longer intervals, in this instance n−1
to n+m, by writing:
T (k,l)y→x (x
n+m
n , x
n−1
n−k, y
n−1+m
n−l )
=
m∑
i=0
T (k,l)y→x (xn+i, x
n−1+i
n−k+i, y
n−1+i
n−l+i ), (5)
T (k,l)y→x
∣∣n+m
n−1
= EP
[
T (k,l)y→x (x
n+m
n , x
n−1
n−k, y
n−1+m
n−l )
]
. (6)
For a stationary process this last line would be equal to
(m + 1)T
(k,l)
y→x
∣∣n
n−1
. Explicitly, for Eq. (3), in the special
case that xn is a single discrete variable the integral w.r.t.
the measure reduces to (k+ l+1) summations and the dP
can be directly considered as probabilities [c.f. eq. (1)].
Similarly, in the case that xn is continuous the integral
w.r.t. the measure reduces to (k + l + 1) integrals over
a probability density w.r.t. xnn−k and y
n−1
n−l and the con-
tents of the logarithm can, in entirety, be considered as
the ratio between two probability densities.
In formalizing Definition 1 and other quantities, we
shall make use of the following. We consider x
and y, taking values in the measurable state spaces
(Σx,X ) and (Σy,Y) to be stochastic processes {xt}t∈T
and {yt}t∈T adapted to the filtered probability space
(Ω,F , {Ft}t∈T, P ) with samples ω ∈ Ω such that x :
T × Ω → Σx. We assert the existence of the suitable
measurable space (ΩTx,F
T
x ), where Ω
T
x ⊆ (Σx)
T such that
samples are random functions, or paths, xT ≡ x(·, ω),
i.e. xT : Ω → ΩTx. Similarly (Ω
T
y ,F
T
y ) is the suitable
measurable space for samples yT ≡ y(·, ω). We equip
these path spaces with a family of probability measures,
denoted P
T,(·)
X· , P
T,(·)
Y · (which we call natural measures),
derived from the canonical (pushforward) measures, or
laws, PTX and P
T
Y induced on xT and yT. These canoni-
cal measures are the marginal measures of the probabil-
ity space (ΩTxy,F
T
xy,P
T
XY ) ≡ (Ω
T
x × Ω
T
y ,F
T
x ⊗ F
T
y ,P
T
XY )
induced on z(·, ω) ≡ {x(·, ω), y(·, ω)}. To recover and
generalize the original definition of the transfer entropy
in discrete time where T ⊆ Z we consider the probabil-
ity space (Σx,X ,Pn) induced on the single random vari-
able xn = x(n, ω) [such that we also recognize x
n−1
n−k =
xn−1n−k(ω)]. By insisting that T ⊇ {n − max (k, l), . . . , n}
we create the measures in Eq. (3) in the manner of regu-
lar conditional probabilities [37].3 Given these measures
we define the transfer entropy (in discrete time) as the
expectation in Eq. (3).
B. Continuous time formalism
To define such a quantity in continuous time we
recognize that eq. (1) represents a rate of a trans-
fer of information per discretized time step [38].
Consequently, without such a fundamental temporal
discretization we must initially define a transfer en-
tropy rate in Proposition 1 (see also [39–42]). We
emphasize that this naturally leads to integrated quan-
tities, in the form of functionals of realized paths,
which we introduce subsequently (Proposition 2).
Proposition 1. In continuous time such that we have
stochastic processes {xt}t∈T and {yt}t∈T, indexed by the
connected subset T ⊆ R, we must consider the transfer
entropy rate which, analogously to Eq (3), is given by
T˙ (s,r)y→x (t)
= lim
dt→0
1
dt
EP
[
ln
dPt+dt[xt+dt|xtt−s, y
t
t−r]
dPt+dt[xt+dt|xtt−s]
]
= lim
dt→0
1
dt
∫
Ω
ln
dPt+dt[xt+dt|xtt−s, y
t
t−r]
dPt+dt[xt+dt|xtt−s]
(ω)dP (ω).
(7)
The above uses notation convention [. . .] to indicate
that arguments include path functions which we write
using the notation xtt0 = {x(t
′, ω) : t0 ≤ t′ < t} and
3 We understand Pn(xn ∈ A|x
n−1
n−k) = P (x
−1
n (A)|x
n−1
n−k) =
P ({ω : xn ∈ A} ∈ F|x
n−1
n−k) = EP [1A(xn)|σ(x
n−1
n−k) ⊆ Fn−1]
where 1A is the indicator function on A such that it satis-
fies EP [1B(x
n−1
n−k)Pn(xn ∈ A|x
n−1
n−k)] = P(xn ∈ A ∩ x
n−1
n−k ∈
B), ∀ B ∈ σ(xn−1n−k) where σ(G) denotes the sub-σ-algebra of
F generated by G.
4xt = x(t, ω), where t
′ ∈ T ⊆ R. The conditional
measures are constructed in the manner of regular
conditional probabilities analogously to the discrete time
case, but now conditional on previous path functions.
Expanding on eq. (7) in Proposition 1, we require
T ⊇ [t − max(s, r), t + dt] and introduce the variables
{s > 0} ∈ R, {r > 0} ∈ R which play the role of k and
l in discrete time tuning how much previous history to
use in the calculation. When they are omitted it is to
be understood that it indicates the limit s → ∞ and
r → ∞. We point out that Markovian dynamics are
captured by the limit s ց 0, r ց 0 (i.e. not s = 0,
r = 0). We emphasize, in these forms, Eqs. (3) and (7)
allow for a very general application of transfer entropy
since x can represent any quantity which can be assigned
a probability measure that evolves in time with the
distinction simply being whether that evolution occurs
in discrete or continuous time.
We next introduce integrated versions of the trans-
fer entropy which characterize the information
transfer over finite time intervals through the
use of probability measures on realizations of the
stochastic processes. The identification of such
integrated, or pathwise, quantities [42] is general-
ized in our current formalism to read as follows:
Definition 2. By assuming the existence of unique mea-
sures, P
(s,r)
X|{Y } and P
(s)
X , on a suitable path space for re-
alizations of the stochastic process, xtt0 , we introduce the
pathwise transfer entropy
T (s,r)y→x [x
t
t0−s, y
t
t0−r] = ln
dP
(s,r)
X|{Y }[x
t
t0 |x
t0
t0−s, {y
t
t0−r}]
dP
(s)
X [x
t
t0 |x
t0
t0−s]
.
(8)
Equation (8) is a functional, mapping path functions of
x and y into R (T
(s,r)
y→x : ΩTxy → R), designed to capture
the information dynamics of individual realizations (path
functions) of the stochastic processes where the measures
are defined as those which satisfy the following property
T (s,r)y→x
∣∣t
t0
=
∫ t
t0
T˙ (s,r)y→x (t
′)dt′ = EP
[
T (s,r)y→x [x
t
t0−s, y
t
t0−r]
]
.
(9)
This should be interpreted as the continuous time
generalization of Eqs. (3)−(5). The contents of Eq. (9)
should be considered to be the total transfer entropy
accumulated, or transferred, on the interval [t0, t).
We emphasize that this quantity is the expectation
of the pathwise transfer entropy on the same time
interval. This idea very closely resembles the concepts
involved in modern treatments of entropy production,
heat, work, etc., within formalisms such as stochastic
thermodynamics [43–45].
This leads to a dual definition of the trans-
fer entropy rate, valid for stationary processes.
Corollary 1. For stationary processes, such that T˙
(s,r)
y→x
is constant, Eq. (9) implies
T˙ (s,r)y→x =
1
(t− t0)
EP

ln dP(s,r)X|{Y }[xtt0 |xt0t0−s, {ytt0−r}]
dP
(s)
X [x
t
t0 |x
t0
t0−s]

 .
(10)
The natural measures P
(s)
X and P
(s,r)
X|{Y } are those which
jointly satisfy Eqs. (7), (8), and (9) and also, along with
an appropriate choice of path space, lead to the correct
path properties in x and may be understood as appro-
priate regular conditional probabilities of the measures
P
T,(s)
X and P
T,(s,r)
X|{Y } on (Ω
T
x,F
T
x ). Identification of such
measures will be implementation specific, but to satisfy
the above we may state certain conditions on the finite
dimensional distributions of the measures outlined in Ap-
pendix A.
We note that in the limit s→∞ we recover the canon-
ical pushforward measure
lim
s→∞
P
T,(s)
X [xT ∈ A] = P
T
X [xT ∈ A]. (11)
However, we emphasize
lim
s→∞
r→∞
P
T,(s,r)
X|{Y }[xT ∈ A|{yT}] 6= P
T
X|Y [xT ∈ A|yT], (12)
where the latter quantity is a conditional probability
measure in the usual sense, i.e., the structure of P
T,(s,r)
X|{Y }
[see also eq. (A2)] does not result in the standard defi-
nition of conditioning upon yT because no details of the
distributions of y are included in its construction. We
denote this distinction with the use of {. . .}. This may
be simultaneously thought of as the assumption that y
does not depend on x or a recasting of the conditional
dynamics into time inhomogeneous (non-stationary)
dynamics parametrized by y. The distinction is most
clearly described for a discrete time (Z ⊇ T = [0, n])
joint Markov process on a finite state space where
one has PTX|Y (x
n
0 |y
n
0 ) = P
T
X,Y (x
n
0 , y
n
0 )/P
T
Y (y
n
0 ) =
P0(x0|y0)
∏n
i=1 Pi(xi, yi|xi−1, yi−1)/Pi(yi|y
i−1
0 ) whereas
P
T
X|{Y }(x
n
0 |{y
n
0 }) = P0(x0|y0)
∏n
i=1 Pi(xi|xi−1, yi−1).
The two expressions are only equivalent when
Pi(xi|xi−1, yi−1) = Pi(xi, yi|xi−1, yi−1)/Pi(yi|y
i−1
0 )
which only happens in any generality when y is
independent of x such that Pi(xi, yi|xi−1, yi−1) =
Pi(xi|xi−1, yii−1)Pi(yi|yi−1) and Pi(yi|y
i−1
0 ) = Pi(yi|yi−1)
and the transitions in x and y are not correlated such
that Pi(xi|xi−1, yii−1) = Pi(xi|xi−1, yi−1). It cannot be
overstated that PTX|{Y } and P
T
X|Y are distinct probability
measures on (ΩTx,F
T
x ).
We also note that the approach for transfer entropy
as a log-likelihood ratio for discrete time real-valued
processes in [46] is a special case of the general formalism
for the pathwise transfer entropy in continuous time in
5Eq. (8).
Recent developments have discussed the importance of
local transfer entropy that is associated with individual
transitions [5] [c.f. eq. (2)]. We emphasize that the
information dynamics of individual realizations here is
captured by the pathwise transfer entropy and that any
attempt to define a local transfer entropy rate may not be
well defined. This is because the logarithm of the relevant
Radon-Nikodym derivative may be non-differentiable
and indeed may even be nowhere differentiable leading us
to assert that a local transfer entropy rate may not exist4:
Proposition 2. A local or pointwise transfer entropy
rate defined as
T˙ (s,r)y→x (t) = lim
dt→0
1
dt
ln
dPt+dt[xt+dt|xtt−s, y
t
t−r]
dPt+dt[xt+dt|xtt−s]
(13)
cannot be guaranteed to exist.
We finish by noting that all of the measure-theoretic
and continuous time formalisms presented here are triv-
ially extendible to conditioning on another source, or set
of sources, to provide forms for the conditional transfer
entropy [5, 47–49].
C. Implications for empirical work based on time
discretization
The overwhelming majority of the applications
of transfer entropy in the literature concern em-
pirical data from some real world process. Such
underlying processes, despite being in continu-
ous time, are often, in practice, sampled at a fi-
nite rate. Our main observation is the following:
4 The smoothness of the pathwise transfer entropy is expected to
follow that of paths xT. Consequently, it is expected that if
these sample paths are non differentiable, such a quantity will
not exist. This is the case in, for example, processes driven by
Wiener noise or those that possess discontinuities. On the other
hand such a quantity may exist for processes that emerge from
a coarse graining of ordinary differential equations with smooth
solutions.
Remark 1. We recover an approximation to the quanti-
ties in this formalism given a discretization of a contin-
uous time process by recognizing, due to the linearity of
the expectation operator,
T (s,r)y→x
∣∣t
t0
=
lim
∆t→0
EP

 ⌊t/∆t⌋∑
i=⌊t0/∆t⌋+1
ln
dPi∆t(xi∆t|x
(i−1)∆t
(i−k)∆t, y
(i−1)∆t
(i−l)∆t )
dPi∆t(xi∆t|x
(i−1)∆t
(i−k)∆t)


= lim
∆t→0
⌊t/∆t⌋∑
i=⌊t0/∆t⌋+1
T (k,l)y→x
∣∣i∆t
(i−1)∆t
,
k =
⌊ s
∆t
⌋
+ 1, l =
⌊ r
∆t
⌋
+ 1, (14)
where this limit exists, such that the relevant path mea-
sures are convergent in such a procedure, and where ∆t
defines the discretization scheme.
Consequently the transfer entropy rate, given discretiza-
tion of a continuous time process, would be approximated
by
T˙ (s,r)y→x (t) = lim
∆t→0
1
∆t
T (k,l)y→x
∣∣t
t−∆t
, (15)
in line with eq. (7).
Typical empirical assumptions and their
implications are captured by the following:
Remark 2. When the process is both stationary and self
averaging (ergodic), the transfer entropy rate would be es-
timated, in practice, by approximating the following limit:
T˙ (s,r)y→x = lim
∆t→0
(t−t0)→∞
1
(t− t0)
×
⌊t/∆t⌋∑
i=⌊t0/∆t⌋+1
ln
dPi∆t(xi∆t|x
(i−1)∆t
(i−k)∆t, y
(i−1)∆t
(i−l)∆t )
dPi∆t(xi∆t|x
(i−1)∆t
(i−k)∆t)
= lim
∆t→0
(t−t0)→∞
1
(t− t0)
× T (k,l)y→x (x
(n+m)∆t
n∆t , x
(n−1)∆t
(n−k)∆t, y
(n−1+m)∆t
(n−l)∆t )
(16)
with n− 1 = ⌊t0/∆t⌋, n+m = ⌊t/∆t⌋, k = ⌊s/∆t⌋+ 1,
l = ⌊r/∆t⌋ + 1, and where T
(k,l)
y→x is accumulated over
m+ 1 time steps as per eq. (5).
Eq. (14) is consistent with the idea that one could,
in principle, treat transfer entropy in continuous time
as the limit of a discrete time transfer entropy and thus
eq. (7) as a discrete time transfer entropy rate as per
eq. (15). We note, however, that the leading ∆t−1 term
6in eq. (15) has generally been overlooked (e.g. in [24],
where T
(k,l)
y→x
∣∣i∆t
(i−1)∆t
is computed for small ∆t, but with-
out the limit and the ∆t−1 term). This suggests that,
where the limiting rate exists, a necessary condition for
the appropriateness of the time-scale ∆t for a discrete
time transfer entropy (in terms of capturing the time-
scale of interactions, and not being undersampled) is that
it must scale with ∆t in this vicinity. We know for exam-
ple that a limiting rate exists for linearly coupled Gaus-
sian processes (with Wiener noise) in continuous time,
where the Granger causality (proportional to transfer en-
tropy for such processes [50]) is linearly proportional to
∆t as ∆t→ 0 [41, 51].
Furthermore, the above highlights a subtle distinction
between transfer entropy as a statistic associated with a
single instant in time as is common in the literature, and
our interpretation which insists, even in discrete time,
that transfer entropy can only ever be associated with an
accumulation over a finite time interval even if that inter-
val is simply one time step. In contrast it is the transfer
entropy rate that exists for instances in time. In other
words, in discrete time, if each time step is considered
to take to a value of one, but is otherwise dimensionless,
we have T
(k,l)
y→x(n) = T
(k,l)
y→x
∣∣n
n−1
= ∆nT
(k,l)
y→x(n) (where ∆n
indicates a discrete time derivative on Z analogous to
the usual time derivative on R)5. However, as soon as
one associates some unit or dimension with time one is
obliged to distinguish between those quantities in nats (or
bits) and those in nats per unit time. If each time step
is deemed, still, to take value one, the quantities, while
distinct, have the same value, leading to the previously
discussed ambiguity. But, application to continuous time
shows that in general these notions are distinct and we
argue that one should always, in continuous or discrete
time, whether time is physical or otherwise, distinguish
between accumulated transfer entropies (in nats), which
can only exist on a finite time interval, and transfer en-
tropy rates (in nats per unit time).
Finally, we note that the approach in Remark 1 un-
avoidably leads to a divergence in the number of bins
required to capture path histories which we expect to be
seriously limiting in practice.6 While this may seem un-
promising for real world applications outside of theoret-
ical models where path measures can either be asserted
5 We note that for stationary processes, this generalizes to
m−1T
(k,l)
y→x
∣
∣n+m
n
.
6 For the simplest state spaces, Σx and Σy being binary,
the full sample space required for the calculation would be
21+s/∆t+r/∆t. A relevant example here is of neural spike trains,
where a typically relevant path history would be of order 200 ms
(see e.g. [28, 29]) in both source and target, at a conservative 1
ms interaction resolution (noting that finer resolution would be
more desirable), meaning that a naive discrete implementation
would explore a state space of 2200+200+1 potential configura-
tions. The number of samples and thus the time and memory
requirements for estimation scales at least on this order, and
therefore becomes impractical.
or derived, there do exist classes of stochastic processes,
in continuous time, where alternative representations ex-
ist such that no binning is required. Where real world
phenomena can be meaningfully approximated by such
stochastic processes we can then dramatically improve
this picture. Such processes are the subject of the next
section.
III. JUMP PROCESSES
For the remainder of this paper we now focus specifi-
cally on jump processes. These are stochastic processes
characterized by intermittent transitions between states
in Σx and where the states are constant in-between these
transitions. They can be thought of as a non-Markov,
inhomogeneous and possibly non-stationary generaliza-
tion of compound-Poisson or renewal-reward processes.
As such we consider ΩTx to be the space of ca`dla`g (right
continuous with left limits) step functions on Σx (there-
fore FTx is taken to be the Borel sigma algebra associ-
ated with the J1, or Skorokhod, topology on Ω
T
x [52]).
We note that we present a formalism for discrete state
spaces, Σx, with the power set X = 2Σx , which neces-
sarily deal with summations over states, but this is triv-
ially modified for use with continuous state spaces by re-
placing all sums by the appropriate integrals (or indeed
more complicated spaces by an integral w.r.t an appropri-
ate measure). Examples of such systems are ubiquitous,
but include financial times series such as equity prices,
population dynamics, and spiking neural processes.
Proposition 3. For stochastic processes {xt}t∈T, T ⊆
R, whose sample paths are ca`dla`g step functions which
permit description by transition rates W and escape rates
λ, with path xtt0 captured by the starting configuration x0
at time t0, Nx transitions into states xi at times ti up
until final time t, the pathwise transfer entropy is given
by [42]:
T (s,r)y→x [x
t
t0 ≡{t, {t, x}
Nx
0 }, y
t
t0 ] =
Nx∑
i=1
ln
W [xi|x
ti
ti−s, y
ti
ti−r]
W [xi|x
ti
ti−s]
+
∫ t
t0
(
λx[x
t′
t′−s]− λx|y[x
t′
t′−s, y
t′
t′−r]
)
dt′,
(17)
where {t, x}Nx0 ≡ {{t0, x0}, . . . , {tN , xN}} indicates the
set of states and times which, in addition to the final time
t, defines the path.
Intuitively, the origin of the distinct terms in Eq. (17)
may be understood as a summation of terms that cor-
respond to the “surprise” of observing transitions to xi
at times ti plus the continuous limit of a summation of
surprise contributions arising from non-transitioning be-
havior.
To present the above, we begin by formally defining
7our notation. In such systems the quantities which char-
acterize the behavior are transition rates, for which we
require those with and without knowledge of the source
y. We may construct them, using the probability of the
FTx -measurable event of having a transition in a given
interval [a, b] denoted here by P[a,b], by writing
W [x′|xtt−s, y
t
t−r]
= lim
dt→0
1
dt
P[t,t+dt][x
′ ∈ [t, t+ dt]|xtt−s, y
t
t−r],
W [x′|xtt−s] = lim
dt→0
1
dt
P[t,t+dt][x
′ ∈ [t, t+ dt]|xtt−s], (18)
where the notation x′ ∈ [t, t+dt] indicates the transition
into state x = x′ in the interval [t, t+ dt]. This naturally
leads to the mean escape rates
λx[x
t
t−s] =
∑
x′ 6=x−t
W [x′|xtt−s], (19)
λx|y[x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r] =
∑
x′ 6=x−t
W [x′|xtt−s, y
t
t−r], (20)
which are the rates of transitioning out of state xt,
given knowledge of the history of x or both x and
y and where x−t = limt′րt x(t
′). We have made no
assumption about the nature of y, however, if y is
also a jump process on a discrete state space we have
W [x′|xtt−s, y
t
t−r] =
∑
y′ W [x
′, y′|xtt−s, y
t
t−r]. We note
that such processes do not possess an embedded discrete
time process such as an embedded Markov chain since
we consider non-Markovian potentially non-stationary
processes. Again we point out we recover Markovian
transition and escape rates in the limit sց 0, rց 0.
In Appendix B, we use the above quantities to con-
struct the relevant probability measures of a jump pro-
cess, xtt0 , running from time t
′ = t0 to time t
′ = t that
are consistent with the relevant finite dimensional dis-
tributions [Eqs. (A1) and (A2)]. We introduce notation
such that for a path that consists of Nx transitions in x,
transitions may be labeled by the index i ∈ {1, . . . , Nx}
so that xi ≡ xti being the state into which the system
transitions at time ti. We maintain the notation for the
initial time, t0, and introduce notation for the initial state
x0 = x
−
t0 to exploit the indexing system as a deliberate
abuse of notation to characterize the path up to the first
transition. Key results include the identification of the
following probability densities (which may be thought of
as generalized Janossy densities [53]) w.r.t. the Lebesgue
measure onRNx , or likelihoods, for a specific path realiza-
tion arising from measures P
(s)
X and P
(s,r)
X|{Y }, respectively,
p
(s)
Nx
[xtt0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 }|x
t0
t0−s]
=
(
Nx∏
i=1
W [xi|x
ti
ti−s]
)
exp
[
−
∫ t
t0
λx[x
t′
t′−s]dt
′
]
, (21)
p
(s,r)
Nx
[xtt0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 }|x
t0
t0−s, {y
t
t0−r}]
=
(
Nx∏
i=1
W [xi|x
ti
ti−s, y
ti
ti−r]
)
× exp
[
−
∫ t
t0
λx|y[x
t′
t′−s, y
t′
t′−r]dt
′
]
. (22)
We note {t, x}Nx0 = {{t0, x0} . . . {tNx , xNx}} such that
we can represent any path xtt0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 }. We point
out that expectations are taken w.r.t. these measures by
implementing variants of the following infinite series for
P
(s)
X
E
P
(s)
X
[
f [xtt0 ]
]
=
∫
Ωx
f [xtt0 ]dP
(s)
X [x
t
t0 ] =
∞∑
i=0
Jfi [t, x
t0
t0−s]
(23)
where
Jfi [t, x
t0
t0−s] =
∑
x1∈Σx
x1 6=x0
. . .
∑
xi∈Σx
xi 6=xi−1
∫ t
t0
dt1 . . .
∫ t
ti−1
dtifi(x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
i
0})p
(s)
i [x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
i
0}|x
t0
t0−s] (24)
and where
Jf0 [t, x
t0
t0−s] =
f0(x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t0, x0}})p
(s)
0 [x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t0, x0}}|x
t0
t0−s].
(25)
Here fi are the functional forms of f given i transitions
in x. When f [xtt0 ] = 1 we have J
1
i [t, x
t0
t0−s] equal to the
probabilities of having i transitions on [t0, t), given x
t0
t0−s,
such that
∑∞
i=0 J
1
i [t, x
t0
t0−s] = 1. Explicitly, p
(s)
i is the
probability density for a path on t′ ∈ [t0, t) that contains
i transitions, conditional upon the previous path function
xt0t0−s, where transition rates utilize s seconds of history
dependence. We note that p
(s)
i would also be a density
with respect to {x1, . . . , xNx} should x be continuous.
Given such quantities, identified in Appendix B, the
Radon Nikodym derivative may be identified as the ratio
of such probability densities, or log likelihood ratio [37],
8and thus the pathwise transfer entropy in eq. (8) as the
sum and integral contribution in eq. (17) appearing in
Proposition 3.
Explicitly eq. (17), the pathwise transfer entropy, con-
sists of:
1. a continuously varying contribution (associated
with the waiting times between transitions), that
is interrupted by
2. discontinuous jump contributions arising when a
transition in x occurs.
In both cases the terms can be interpreted as arising
from differences in surprisal, but from the distinct
nontransitioning and transitioning behavior along the
path. The implication is that not only can a transition
be predicted by the previous behavior in x and y, but
the absence of a transition can as well.
Examining the pathwise transfer entropy in eq. (17), we
can consider analogs to the local or pointwise contri-
butions associated with the usual formalism of transfer
entropy [5] by considering the contributions associated
with transitions and periods between them. Doing so
allows us to consider a local contribution to the transfer
entropy associated with a transition ∆T
(s,r)
t (ti) and a
local rate of transfer entropy associated with periods
in-between transitions T˙
(s,r)
nt (t) such that
T (s,r)y→x [x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 }, y
t
t0 ]
=
Nx∑
i=1
∆T
(s,r)
t (ti) +
∫ t
t0
T˙
(s,r)
nt (t
′)dt′, (26)
with ∆T
(s,r)
t (ti) and T˙
(s,r)
nt (t) defined by identification
with eq. (17). However, we point out that these two
contributions are distinct, and any attempt to produce
a single local (pointwise) rate will be rendered divergent
because of the discontinuous contributions at the transi-
tions, thus confirming Proposition 2.
Next we consider the (average) trans-
fer entropy rate for jump processes:
Proposition 4. The transfer entropy rate for jump pro-
cesses, as described, is given by the expectation
T˙ (s,r)y→x (t) = EP
[
(1− δx−t xt
) ln
W [xt|x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r]
W [xt|xtt−s]
]
(27)
where δx−t xt
is the Kronecker delta function.
Crucially, the expectation of the contribution to the
transfer entropy rate associated with non-transitioning
behavior vanishes. This arises directly from the property
EP [λx|y[x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r]] = EP [λx[x
t
t−s]] = EP [λx·[·]] (28)
since each is simply an expression for the mean escape
rate in x, achieved by averaging over all relevant path
histories. This is naturally independent of the details
of such histories since each expression is a linear sum
of transition rates which can be directly marginalized.
Consequently, by exchanging the order of the expectation
and integral, we have
EP
[∫ t
t0
(
λx[x
t′
t′−s]− λx|y[x
t′
t′−s, y
t′
t′−r]
)
dt′
]
= 0 (29)
and thus EP [T˙
(s,r)
nt (t)] = 0. As such, there is no net
contribution to the expected rate arising from the path-
wise transfer entropy associated with waiting times be-
tween target transitions. Consequently, the transfer en-
tropy rate is expressible by Eq. (27) in Proposition 4. We
point out that such an expectation is computed in a sim-
ilar manner to Eq. (23) where, in this instance, we have
EP = EPT
XY
, but with all permutations of transitions in
x and y as opposed to just in x. For instance, if f = 1
we would have
∑∞
i=0
∑∞
j=0 J
1
i,j = 1 where i and j are the
number of transitions in x and y, respectively. We also
point out that in each Ji,j term the leading (1 − δx−t xt
)
manifests as a Dirac delta δ(ti − t), where ti is the ith
transition in x, with units t−1, confirming the expression
is dimensionally sound.
Again, we compare this to the implied empiri-
cal formulation for a self-averaging stationary pro-
cess which can be expressed through the following:
Remark 3. For stationary self averaging processes the
transfer entropy rate is equivalent to the implied empiri-
cal measurement strategy
T˙ (s,r)y→x = lim
(t−t0)→∞
1
(t− t0)
Nx∑
i=1
ln
W [xti |x
ti
ti−s, y
ti
ti−r]
W [xti |x
ti
ti−s]
(30)
where Nx is the number of transitions in x in the interval
[t0, t).
Crucially we can see that in comparison to eq. (14),
no limit in a time discretization parameter is required;
Eq. (30) is asymptotically exact as t→∞ which may be
achieved empirically by simply considering more data.
Finally, as per Sect. II, all of the formalisms for jump
processes are trivially extendible to conditional transfer
entropies [5, 47–49].
IV. APPLICATION TO SPIKE TRAINS
Next, we turn our attention to point processes, the
most prominent example of which being spike train pro-
cesses common to neuroscience. These processes are not
characterized by transitions between distinct states, but
rather consist of path spaces which permit, in model, sev-
eral non-overlapping and individually indistinguishable
events or spikes of zero width which occur in continuous
time. As such, the paths are completely described by
9the times of such spikes. To apply the preceding formal-
ism, we must consider them as a ca`dla`g process with the
most natural way being to recast them as a non-Markov
extension of a Poisson counting process or a generalized
modulated renewal process, which in turn may be multi-
dimensional. In such a setup, the spike rate is equivalent
to the rate of increasing the counting process by one or
the transition rate between “state” N and N + 1 where
N is the total number of spikes that have occurred. Here,
N is arbitrary and so we insist that any transition rate
be independent of N such that the path dependent spike
rate (or conditional intensity function) is
W [xtspike|x
t
t−s] =W [N
−
t + 1|N
t
t−s]
=W [N−t + 1 +m|N
t
t−s +m] ∀m ∈ N
(31)
where N tt−s +m indicates that m spikes have been uni-
formly added to the counting process and xtspike indicates
a spike in x at time t. Such a process, in state Nt may
only escape into state Nt + 1 (i.e. not state Nt + 2 etc.)
meaning that we also recognize that
W [N−t + 1 +m|N
t
t−s +m] = λx[N
t
t−s +m] = λx[x
t
t−s]
(32)
such that the path dependent spike rates act as both
the path dependent transition and escape rates. In the
first instance, this simplifies eqs. (21) and (22) (see also
[40, 54–57]). Returning, for continuity, to an expression
of paths, x, we can represent any path containing Nx
spikes starting at time t0 as x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t}
Nx
0 } with spike
times {t}Nx0 = {t0, . . . , tNx}.
By comparison with Eqs. (17) and (27) we then have
Proposition 5. For spike train or point processes, the
pathwise transfer entropy is given by
T (s,r)y→x [x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t}
Nx
0 }, y
t
t0] =
Nx∑
i=1
ln
λx|y[x
ti
ti−s, y
ti
ti−r]
λx[x
ti
ti−s]
+
∫ t
t0
(
λx[x
t′
t′−s]− λx|y[x
t′
t′−s, y
t′
t′−r]
)
dt′. (33)
Proposition 6. For spike train or point processes, the
transfer entropy rate is given by the expectation
T˙ (s,r)y→x (t) = EP
[
(1 − δx−t xt) ln
λx|y[x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r]
λx[xtt−s]
]
. (34)
These quantities have the same properties as the more
general jump processes case. That is, eq. (33), the path-
wise transfer entropy, consists of:
1. a continuously varying contribution (relating to
waiting times between spikes), with rate T˙
(s,r)
nt (t);
that is interrupted by
2. discontinuous jump contributions, ∆T
(s,r)
t (ti),
when a spike in x occurs.
Again, this implies that not only can a spike in the target
x be predicted by the previous behavior in x and y, but
the absence of a spike can as well. However, there is no
net contribution to the expected rate arising from the
pathwise transfer entropy associated with waiting times
between target spikes.
The implied empirical formalism in this case, again
for stationary self averaging processes, is of the
form in Eq. (35) in Remark 4 and thus reads
Remark 4. For stationary self averaging point processes
the transfer entropy rate is equivalent to the implied em-
pirical measurement strategy
T˙ (s,r)y→x = lim
(t−t0)→∞
1
(t− t0)
Nx∑
i=1
ln
λx|y[x
ti
ti−s, y
ti
ti−r]
λx[x
ti
ti−s]
(35)
where Nx is the number of spikes in x in the interval
[t0, t).
At this point we wish to point out that for such con-
tinuous time processes the ability to losslessly represent
paths xtt0 ≡ {t, {t}
Nx
0 } points to a strategy for efficient
empirical computation, as an alternative to brute force
time discretization approaches, to be presented in a com-
panion paper.
The idea that information in spike times relates to an
underlying directed relationship has been observed, e.g.,
in [58] and regarding “causal entropy” in [59, 60], which
indeed computed entropies of (cross) inter-spike inter-
vals. However to our knowledge, this is the first formu-
lation that computes transfer entropy based on lossless
representation of entire spike trains (and is thus a dy-
namic quantity which captures state-updates rather than
static correlations of single spike-time relationships). We
also note that our formulation would capture informa-
tion transmission facilitated via either rate or temporal
coding [61].
We take a moment to point out that in order to de-
scribe a genuinely non-parametric statistic such as the
transfer entropy, such a formalism must be completely
general and so can easily capture the dynamics of fre-
quently used processes for neural modeling. For instance
such a formalism can represent a non-stationary Poisson
process, λx[x
t
t−s] = λx(g(t)), a modulated renewal pro-
cess, λx[x
t
t−s] = λx(g(t), t − tNx), where g(t) is a time
varying protocol with the same continuity properties as
x, or higher order stochastic processes such as Cox pro-
cesses through λx|y[x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r] = λx|y(y
−
t ) [53]. Indeed,
we assume some dependence on another variable in order
for the concept of transfer entropy to be relevant. We
emphasize, however, that the hidden variables used in
the construction of such processes need not be the source
used in the calculation of the transfer entropy (i.e., the
doubly stochastic variable in a Cox process could be some
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hidden variable z, for instance). And indeed, such hidden
variables (or others) could be trivially conditioned on in
all of these formalisms for spiking processes to make the
extension to conditional transfer entropies as discussed
in Sect. III [5, 47–49].
V. EXAMPLES
To highlight the properties of our results we present
two examples of spike train processes where, analytically
and numerically, respectively, the transfer entropy can
be calculated. In these examples, both the target and
source are considered to be point processes. We point
out that for such spike train processes the transition rate
in x where y is known must have some finite non-Markov
character dependent on the history of y since otherwise
the process maps to the same Markovian Poisson process
independently of the knowledge of y giving a transfer en-
tropy of zero. The main challenge for analytical compu-
tation is the tractability of computing the coarse grained
spike rate λx since, as mentioned above, the joint process
must be non-Markov.
A. Simple analytical example
In our first example, we alleviate such difficulties by
defining a process and considering it in the regime where
it is feasible to calculate the coarse grained spike rate an-
alytically. To do so, we consider a simple model of neuron
spiking. In this model, a source neuron spikes randomly
with a refractory period preventing rapid sequential spik-
ing. Source spikes can cause a target neuron, also with
a refractory period, to spike with a defined probability
within a subsequent time window. We can summarize
the process with the following statements:
• Both the source y and target x each have indepen-
dent refractory periods of duration τr following a
spike, during which they cannot spike.
• Outside of its refractory period, the source y is a
regular, stationary, andMarkovian, Poisson process
with rate λy and is independent of x.
• The target x may spike only within a window of
τ seconds duration following a spike in the source
y. The probability of x spiking in the interval is a.
This leads to an elevated spike rate in the τ long
interval of λex|y = −τ
−1 ln [1− a] since the proba-
bility of x not spiking in this window is e−
∫
τ
0
λex|ydt.
• The refractory period τr is longer or equal to the
elevated rate period τ , a by-product of which being
that that the target x may only spike once in the
elevated rate period τ .
• The target and source cannot spike simultaneously.
Such a property is sometimes called bipartite. This
means λx|y[x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r] =W [x
t
spike, y
−
t |x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r].
• Spike rates λx|y[x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r], as functionals of ca`dla`g
paths x and y, are therefore defined at time t with
(up to) the left limit values of x and y and so them-
selves must be ca`gla`d (left continuous with right
limits) when viewed as functions of t.
We can summarize the above by representing the tran-
sition rates, in the limit s, r → ∞, as λy|x[x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r] =
λy|x(t, t
y) and λx|y[x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r] = λx|y(t, t
y, tx) where ty <
t and tx < t are the times of the most recent spikes in
the source and target respectively, such that
λy|x(t, t
y) =
{
λy, t > t
y + τr
0, t ≤ ty + τr
λx|y(t, t
y, tx) =


λex|y = −
1
τ ln [1− a], t
y < t ≤ ty + τ
tx ≤ ty
t > tx + τr
0, otherwise.
(36)
We then consider this process up to first order in λy.
The critical step in computing relevant quantities (the
transfer entropy rate and pathwise transfer entropy) is
in approximating the coarse grained λx. In this regime,
it can be shown [see Appendix C for a complete treatment
in the O(λy) regime] that the coarse grained rate, as a
function of the single most recent spike in x, is given by7
λx(t, t
x = 0)
=


0, 0 ≤ t < τr(
1− (1− a)
t−τr
τ
)
λy, τ
r ≤ t < τr + τ
aλy, t ≥ τr + τ
+O(λ2y). (37)
We understand that, in this regime, from a perspective
without knowledge of y, after any given spike the x pro-
cess appears to be described by a refractory period of
duration τr as before, a subsequent period in which the
spike rate grows, then a regime from τ + τr seconds after
a spike when it is readily approximated as a Markovian
Poisson process with rate aλy. Such a form could then
be readily used to calculate the pathwise transfer entropy
using Eq. (33).
7 Equation (37) is an estimate of the O(λy) coarse grained rate,
λx, as a function of an arbitrary multi-spike history, but agrees
when the interspike interval between the first and second most
recent spikes in the arbitrary history is greater than τr+τ . This
condition dominates the path histories in the O(λy) regime since
paths with Nx spikes have probability density with leading order
terms O(λNxy ) since every spike in x is preceded by one in y.
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The same spike rate can then be utilized to calculate
the transfer entropy rate (a full treatment is found in
Appendix C). Crucially, when performing the requisite
path integral average, the relevant path probability den-
sity introduces an additional term in λy . Consequently,
for this particular calculation in this regime, this has the
effect of permitting us to exclude higher order terms as-
sociated with multiple spikes allowing for an even simpler
approximation for λx, equivalent to considering it to be a
Markov Poisson process with rate aλy throughout. This
yields, again with s→∞, r →∞,
T˙y→x = aλy ln
[
− ln [1 − a]
aλyτ
]
+O(λ2y). (38)
The variation of the transfer entropy rate is shown in
Fig. (1). The form of eq. (38) reflects the fact that the ap-
a
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FIG. 1. The transfer entropy rate (normalized by the limit-
ing mean target spike rate) for the process obeying rates as
described in Eq. (36), with T˙y→x correct to O(λy), τ = 1.
propriate approximation is equivalent to considering the
spike process in x to be a Markov Poisson process with
rate aλy when there is no knowledge of y and a Markov
Poisson with rate λex|y = −τ
−1 ln [1− a] when y is known.
Small increases in λy lead to increases in the transfer en-
tropy rate, but only because of the subsequent increase
in the likelihood of a spike in x reflected in the leading
aλy term. On the other hand, we observe a decrease with
the same small increase in λy in the transfer entropy rate
normalized by this limiting mean target spike rate, since
the increased likelihood renders each spike less surpris-
ing and thus less informative. Further, as a increases, the
transfer entropy also increases because the predictability
of x with knowledge of y increases since one can be in-
creasingly confident that a spike in x will occur. When
a → 1 or τ → 0, the transfer entropy diverges since in
these limits either the uncertainty in the existence of a
spike in x or in its timing vanishes.
B. Numerical example including explicit
calculation of pathwise transfer entropy
In our final example, we consider a slightly more com-
plicated process for which we compute λx numerically
rather than finding a limit where it can be described an-
alytically. This allows for an illuminating graphical il-
lustration of the pathwise transfer entropy along paths
in continuous time. Once again the process is assumed
to be bipartite and is defined by λx|y and λy|x. λx is
then calculated numerically along spike trains (path func-
tions) generated by the process allowing a discussion of
the transfer entropy. This numerical procedure is de-
scribed in Appendix D. The process we consider is given
by the spike rates
λy|x[x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r] = λy ∀ s, r
λx|y[x
t
t−s, y
t
t−r] = λx|y[y
t
t−tcut ] = λx|y(t
1
y) ∀ s, r ≥ tcut
=


λbasex t
1
y /∈ (0, tcut]
λbasex +m exp [−
1
2σ2 (t
1
y −
tcut
2 )
2] t1y ∈ (0, tcut]
−m exp [− 12σ2 (
tcut
2 )
2].
(39)
where t1y = t − t
y
1 is the time since the last spike in y
(where, as before, ty1 represents the time of the last spike
in the relevant path history) and where, again, the sys-
tem is bipartite such that both x and y cannot spike si-
multaneously. This process consists of a background rate
on the target λbasex which becomes elevated following a
source spike in the regime 0 ≤ t1y < tcut. Specifically
we choose this elevation to follow a Gaussian form cen-
tered on t1y = tcut/2 with variance σ
2. The Gaussian is
then truncated and shifted to ensure continuity in the
rate function. One can think of this system as a hybrid
Cox-renewal process. The reason being, once we consider
y to also be a spiking neuron (in this cases a Poisson pro-
cess), x can be thought of as an inhomogeneous Poisson
process with rate dependent, exclusively, on the process
y, and specifically the time since the last spike in y in the
manner of a renewal process. In this example we utilize
parameter λbasex = 0.5,m = 5, σ = 0.1, tcut = 1. Two
simulated spike trains along with the calculated joint &
coarse transition rates and annotated resultant pathwise
transfer entropy are shown in Fig. (2). Annotations high-
light important explanatory features and are commented
on below. We note that while the spiking sequences may
be considered ca`dla`g, the spike rates, pathwise transfer
entropy, and local components are to be interpreted as
ca`gla`d (left continuous with right limits) since they are
functionals of the right open intervals [t0, t) and [t−1, t).
We emphasize that T˙nt 6= T˙y→x, the latter being un-
defined at target spikes and the former being the time
derivative of the component which permits description
in terms of local rates. We note that discontinuities in
all quantities occur at spikes in either x or y depend-
ing on the quantity in question, but that discontinuities
originating from spikes in y only exist when the previ-
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ous spike in y is within tcut = 1 seconds of the spike in
question because of the form of the rates in Eq. (39). We
point out that in order to produce values for 0 ≤ t < 1, a
prior history of an absence of spikes in y and x is assumed
on the time interval [−1, 0).
A spike in x during the elevated rate period where
knowledge of the source process y is informative in the
predictability of x is illustrated at point A and is as-
sociated with a discontinuous increase in the pathwise
transfer entropy. In contrast including knowledge of y at
point B (outside of the elevated rate period) is misinfor-
mative and is therefore associated with a discontinuous
decrease in the pathwise transfer entropy.
The cluster of target spikes at annotated region C is
more nuanced. At first y is informative and so there is
a large increase in pathwise transfer entropy with the
first spike. However, the contributions associated with
subsequent spikes are less significant as the rate function
λx begins to more accurately reflect the elevation in λx|y
due to the predicative capability it can derive from the
recent spikes in its history. However, these spikes leave λx
elevated even once knowledge of y has predicted the exit
from the elevated rate period, and so y is misinformative
about the arrival of the final target spike in this region.
Considering instead the continuously varying non-
spiking component, there are broadly two distinct sit-
uations. Decreases are associated with knowledge of the
source suggesting an increase in likelihood of spikes over
knowledge of just the target, but with no anticipated
spike arriving. This occurs in annotated region D, an el-
evated rate period where no spikes occur. In contrast,
when knowledge of the source suggests a lower likeli-
hood of spikes over that arising from knowledge of the
target alone, and no spikes occur, the inclusion of y pro-
vides a better estimate leading to a positive contribution.
This can occur, for this process, when there are no re-
cent spikes in either the source or target, for example,
in annotated zone E. We expect, for this finite sample,
both contributions to approximately cancel because, on
average over the ensemble, the non-spiking contribution
must be zero as indicated by Eq. (29). Finally we point
out that because the discontinuous and continuous con-
tributions are based on the prediction of opposite behav-
ior (spiking vs. not spiking) whenever ∆Tt(ti) ≥ 0 then
T˙nt(t) ≤ 0 and vice versa.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a generalization of
the transfer entropy in terms of Radon-Nikodym deriva-
tives between probability measures and an extension to
continuous time systems. For a consistent notion of
transfer entropy to exist, we have emphasized that we
must deal with transfer entropy rates. We have also
shown, however, that the notion of a local transfer en-
tropy rate is not generally well defined. The natural
solution, therefore, is to deal with integrated quantities
which do exist. The implication is clear: transfer entropy
should be understood as a dynamical quantity accumu-
lated along evolution of some process. Consequently, the
statement “the transfer entropy at time t” is not strictly
complete, but should be formally associated with a time
interval over which it has been accumulated. This in-
terpretation holds in both continuous and discrete time,
where in the latter the time interval is usually “one time
step” (for which the units are often implicit, ignored, or
arbitrary). This places transfer entropy within the same
family of physical quantities such as work and heat, for
which there are rich accounts of their description as func-
tionals constructed from probability measures of paths
[43–45]. This underlines some of the more modern ad-
vances revealing parallels between information-theoretic
and thermodynamic quantities, e.g., [42].
In general, there is no obvious way to proceed with
an empirical estimate of these transfer entropies for ar-
bitrary continuous time processes aside from the brute
force approach of time binning. However, by starting
from an appropriate continuous time formulation, we
have pointed out that there exist classes of stochastic
processes in continuous time where the constituent mea-
sures may be directly written with a finite number of
variables, allowing us to sidestep time binning and its
associated issues. Specifically, we have given forms for
the pathwise transfer entropy and mean transfer entropy
rate for arbitrary jump processes, which can be readily
utilized to model spike train processes. The expression
for the pathwise transfer entropy rate consists of two dis-
tinct components related to the sum of differences in local
surprise associated with the transitioning behavior and
an integral resulting from a continuous limit of the sum-
mation of such contributions from the non-transitioning
behavior. We have also shown that the mean of the con-
tributions arising from non-transitioning behavior must
vanish such that the mean transfer entropy rate permits a
simple form, promising particularly straightforward com-
putation from empirical data. Such a result promises
to be of great utility within computational neuroscience
both theoretically and empirically. In future work we
will outline an estimation algorithm which can exploit
the formalism presented here for spiking or point pro-
cesses such that it can be applied to empirical spike (or
event) timing data. Challenges for such an algorithm
center around accurately and efficiently estimating the
history-dependent spike rates. We expect such an estima-
tor to be able to sidestep the issues associated with time
binning (undersampling, etc.) specifically because our
formulation permits a compressed representation of path
histories in terms of spike times [i.e., xtt0 ≡ {t, {t}
Nx
0 }, as
per eq. (33)].
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Appendix A: Finite dimensional distributions of
natural measures
The natural measures P
(s)
X and P
(s,r)
X|{Y } which jointly
satisfy Eqs. (7), (8), and (9) possess the following struc-
ture in their finite dimensional distributions. Given
[t0, tn] ⊆ T ⊆ R the (family of) finite dimensional dis-
tributions for times (t0 < t1 < . . . < tn) is a measure on
the space ((Σx)
n,⊗nX ) and satisfies
P
T,(s)
X0,...,n
(
n⋂
i=0
xti ∈ Ai
)
= Pt0(xt0 ∈ A0)
n−1∏
i=0
Pti+1

xti+1 ∈ Ai+1
∣∣∣∣ ⋂
tj∈[ti−s,ti],j≥0
(xtj ∈ Aj)

 (A1)
along with requisite consistency conditions thus corresponding to and implying the existence of the measure P
T,(s)
X on
a suitably defined path space, (ΩTx,F
T
x ), dictating the regularity of the paths if appropriate [37].
8 Eq. (A1) should be
8 If, for example, x has absolutely continuous sampling paths
(driven perhaps by some coloured Gaussian noise) with Σx = R,
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understood as a generalization of the usual decomposition of a joint measure or density into conditional measures or
densities utilized, for example, in Markov chains, but with the (not necessarily true) assumption, Pt′(xt′ ∈ A|Ft) =
Pt′ [xt′ ∈ A|xtt−s], i.e. that given knowledge of s seconds of the processes’ history, further knowledge of previous
history does not help in making future predictions. This amounts to a generalization of the usual Markov property
Pt′(xt′ ∈ A|Ft) = Pt′(xt′ ∈ A|xt) used in the construction of more familiar entities such as the Chapman Kolmogorov
equation. By then asserting T ⊇ [t0 − max(s, r), t) we define P
(s)
X [x
t
t0 ∈ A|x
t0
t0−s] as a measure on the sub-space of
functions on [t0, t), (Ωx,Fx), by appealing to regular conditional probabilities of P
T,(s)
X . Similarly,
P
T,(s,r)
X0,...,n|{Y }
(
n⋂
i=0
xti ∈ Ai
)
= Pt0(xt0 ∈ A0|y
t0
t0−min(t0−inf T,r))
×
n−1∏
i=0
Pti+1

xti+1 ∈ Ai+1
∣∣∣∣

 ⋂
tj∈[ti−s,ti],j≥0
(xtj ∈ Aj)

 ∩ (ytiti−min(ti−inf T,r))

 (A2)
defines the measure P
T,(s,r)
X|{Y } on (Ω
T
x,F
T
x ), using the
analogous assumption Pt′(xt′ ∈ A|Ft) = Pt′ [xt′ ∈
A|xtt−s, y
t
t−r]. Again we define P
(s,r)
X|{Y }[x
t
t0 |x
t0
t0−s, {y
t
t0−r}]
on (Ωx,Fx) using regular conditional probabilities of
P
T,(s,r)
X|{Y }.
Appendix B: Derivation of pathwise transfer
entropy for jump processes
Using the transition and escape rates defined in Sec.
III, we can construct path probability measures of a jump
process, xtt0 , running from time t
′ = t0 to time t
′ = t
that satisfy Eq. (A1). We reiterate that for a path that
consists of Nx transitions in x such that transitions may
be labeled by the index i ∈ {1, . . . , Nx}, we write the
state labels xi ≡ xti as the state into which the system
transitions at time ti, with t0 indicating the initial time,
and x0 = x
−
t0 the initial state.
Since we can characterize any path by an unbounded,
but countable, number of variables in this way we can
directly write the probability measure for a given cylin-
der set. We do this by writing xtt0 ∈ A
Nx
1 and un-
derstand it to mean that the path contains precisely
Nx transitions with {t1 ∈ A1, . . . , tNx ∈ ANx}, {x1 ∈
A1, . . . , xNx ∈ A
Nx}, given initial state x0 at starting
time t0 and whereAi are connected subsets of R. For sim-
plicity we assume (Ai ∩Aj) = ∅, (Ai ∩Ai+1) = ∅ ∀i and
inf Ai+1 > supAi∀i. By recognizing that we can rewrite
the rates in Eqs. (18) as limdt→0
∫
[t,t+dt]
W [x′|xt
′
t′−s]dt
′ =
limdt→0 P[t,t+dt][x
′ ∈ [t, t+ dt]|xtt−s] we can generalize to
an entire path which utilize integrals over finite time in-
tervals by including finite probability measures of having
no transition during the appropriate intervals such that
P
(s)
X [x
t
t0 ∈ A
Nx
1 |x
t0
t0−s] =
∫
ANx1
dP
(s)
X [x
t
t0 |x
t0
t0−s]
=
∑
x1∈A1
. . .
∑
xNx∈A
Nx
∫
A1
dt1 . . .
∫
ANx
dtN
(
Nx∏
i=1
W [xi|x
ti
ti−s]P
(s)[xt′ = xi ∀ t
′ ∈ [ti−1, ti)]
)
P
(s)[xt′ = xNx ∀ t
′ ∈ [tNx , t)],
(B1)
where the (finite) probability measures, P(s), implicitly
depend on s seconds of prior history at all times. We
ΩTx would be the space of continuous functions, C(T,R), with F
T
x
being the Borel sigma algebra associated with the uniform topol-
ogy on C(T,R) such that P
T,(s)
X , given the appropriate Gaussian
forms for Pti , would be the continuous version of the extension
of Eq. (A1).
may identify the form of P(s) by recognizing that we must
have
dP(s)[xt′ = xj ∀ t′ ∈ [tj−1, tj)]
dtj
= −λx[x
tj
tj−s]P
(s)[xt′ = xj ∀ t
′ ∈ [tj−1, tj)] (B2)
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which has solution
P
(s)[xt′ = xj ∀ t
′ ∈ [tj−1, tj)] = exp
[
−
∫ tj
tj−1
λx[x
t′
t′−s]dt
′
]
(B3)
given boundary condition P(s)[xt′ = xj ∀ t′ ∈ [tj−1, tj)] =
1 for lim tj ց tj−1. We point out that for consistency
we have P(s)[xt′ = xj ∀ t′ ∈ [tj−1, tj)] = p
(s)
0 [x
tj
tj−1 ≡
{tj, {tj−1, xtj−1}}|x
tj−1
tj−1−s]. Alternatively, and perhaps
more intuitively, we see that such a form agrees with the
limit of a time discretization where the probability of not
transitioning is considered at every time step viz.,
P
(s)[xt′ = xj ∀ t
′ ∈ [tj−1, tj)]
= lim
dt→0
tj/dt∏
i=tj−1/dt
(1− λx[x
idt
idt−s]dt)
= exp
[
−
∫ tj
tj−1
λx[x
t′
t′−s]dt
′
]
+O(dt2) (B4)
where we simplify by recognizing the form of the Taylor
series of the exponential to first order in dt. Consequently
we may write
P
(s)
X [x
t
t0 ∈ A
Nx
1 |x
t0
t0−s] =
∫
ANx1
dP
(s)
X [x
t
t0 |x
t0
t0−s]
=
∑
x1∈A1
. . .
∑
xNx∈A
Nx
∫
A1
dt1 . . .
∫
ANx
dtNx
(
Nx∏
i=1
W [xi|x
ti
ti−s]
)
exp
[
−
∫ t
t0
λx[x
t′
t′−s]dt
′
]
. (B5)
This then naturally forms a probability density for a path
xtt0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 } with units (
∏Nx
i=1 ti)
−1
p
(s)
Nx
[xtt0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 }|x
t0
t0−s]
=
(
Nx∏
i=1
W [xi|x
ti
ti−s]
)
exp
[
−
∫ t
t0
λx[x
t′
t′−s]dt
′
]
(B6)
where again {t, x}Nx0 = {{t0, x0} . . . {tNx , xNx}} meaning
we can represent any path xtt0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 }. We note
that the product term in eq. (B6) is over the Nx tran-
sitions of x, whilst the remaining exponentiated integral
term relates to waiting times between transitions. Ex-
pectations are taken w.r.t. this measure by performing
an infinite series of integrals of the following form
E
P
(s)
X
[
f [xtt0 ]
]
=
∫
Ωx
f [xtt0 ]dP
(s)
X [x
t
t0 ]
= f0(x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t0, x0}})p
(s)
0 [x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t0, x0}}|x
t0
t0−s]
+
∑
x1∈Σx
x1 6=x0
∫ t
t0
dt1f1(x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
1
0})p
(s)
1 [x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
1
0}|x
t0
t0−s]
+
∞∑
Nx=2
∑
x1∈Σx
x1 6=x0
. . .
∑
xNx∈Σx
xNx 6=xNx−1
∫ t
t0
dt1 . . .
∫ t
tNx−1
dtNxfNx(x
t
t0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 })p
(s)
Nx
[xtt0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 }|x
t0
t0−s]
(B7)
where fi is the functional form that f [x
t
t0 ] takes when there are i transitions in x on the interval [t0, t) and where
p
(s)
i is the probability density for a path on t
′ ∈ [t0, t) that contains i transitions, conditional upon the previous
path function xt0t0−s, where transition rates utilize s seconds of history dependence. Such a form is then stated more
concisely through eq. (23). We note that p
(s)
i would also be a density with respect to {x1, . . . , xNx} should x be
continuous. Whilst the above is formalized to include only knowledge of x, this can be trivially extended to include
knowledge of y such that we can describe the properties of P
(s,r)
X|{Y } with appropriate dependence in the transition and
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escape rates such that we use probability densities
p
(s,r)
Nx
[xtt0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 }|x
t0
t0−s, {y
t
t0−r}] =
(
Nx∏
i=1
W [xi|x
ti
ti−s, y
ti
ti−r]
)
exp
[
−
∫ t
t0
λx|y[x
t′
t′−s, y
t′
t′−r]dt
′
]
. (B8)
We now have path measures which reduce to functions of the transition times which are continuous variables.
The natural information theoretic interpretation leads to differential entropies, which have known issues surrounding
positivity and scale invariance amongst others. However, transfer entropy, identified as a function of a Radon-
Nikodym derivative, avoids these issues in all (e.g. discrete and/or continuous) potential state spaces. We form the
pathwise transfer entropy by first considering the Radon-Nikoym derivative between the two measures on samples xtt0
which must satisfy (writing P
(s)
X [x
t
t0 ] and P
(s,r)
X|{Y }[x
t
t0 ] as shorthand for P
(s)
X [x
t
t0 |x
t0
t0−s] and P
(s,r)
X|{Y }[x
t
t0 |x
t0
t0−s, {y
t
t0−r}],
respectively)
P
(s,r)
X|{Y }[x
t
t0 ∈ A] =
∫
A
exp
[
T (s,r)y→x [x
t
t0 , y
t
t0 ]
]
dP
(s)
X [x
t
t0 ] =
∫
A
dP
(s,r)
X|{Y }[x
t
t0 ]
dP
(s)
X [x
t
t0 ]
dP
(s)
X [x
t
t0 ]. (B9)
We can compute this, heuristically, but safely in this instance, by considering the limit
dP
(s,r)
X|{Y }[x
t
t0 |x
t0
t0−s, {y
t
t0−r}]
dP
(s)
X [x
t
t0 |x
t0
t0−s]
= lim
ANx1 →{t,{t,x}
Nx
0 }
P
(s,r)
X|{Y }[x
t
t0 ∈ A
Nx
1 |x
t0
t0−s, {y
t
t0−r}]
P
(s)
X [x
t
t0 ∈ A
Nx
1 |x
t0
t0−s]
=
p
(s,r)
Nx
[xtt0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 }|x
t0
t0−s, {y
t
t0−r}]
p
(s)
Nx
[xtt0 ≡ {t, {t, x}
Nx
0 }|x
t0
t0−s]
=
(
Nx∏
i=1
W [xti |x
ti
ti−s, y
ti
ti−r]
W [xti |x
ti
ti−s]
)
exp
[
−
∫ t
t0
(λx|y[x
t′
t′−s, y
t′
t′−r]− λx[x
t′
t′−s])dt
′
]
, (B10)
which by comparison with Eq. (B5) can be used, as expected, as a change of measure [c.f. eq. (B9)]. The pathwise
transfer entropy appearing in Eq. (17) then directly follows.
Appendix C: Behavior of the neuron model and calculation of its transfer entropy rate
In this appendix, we wish to give an account of the spiking neuron model in the low source spike rate, leading
order in λy, regime. To this end, we present both the transfer entropy rate to leading order in λy and a scheme
for approximating the pathwise transfer entropy, again to first order in λy . The model set up specifies a constant
λy|x = λy outside of the refractory period of length τ
r in y, and specifies that λx|y = −τ
−1 ln[1− a] up until the first
spike in x up to τ seconds after a spike in y and zero at all other times or when x is within its refractory period also
of length τr . While these aspects are immediately defined by the model, λx is not and so we must calculate its value,
up to O(λy), for our purposes.
To do so we formulate the spike rate in x, informally, but safely, by the expression
λx[x
t
t−q ≡ {q, t, {t}
Nx
1 }] = lim
ANx1 →{q,t,{t}
Nx
1 }
dt→0
(dt)−1PX [xspike ∈ [t, t+ dt] ∩ xtt−q ∈ A
Nx
1 ]
PX [xtt−q ∈ A
Nx
1 ]
(C1)
where {q > 0} ∈ R. We may represent the whole joint path by {xtt−q, y
t
t−q} ≡ {q, t, {t
x}Nx1 , {t
y}
Ny
1 } and thus represent
the denominator, dropping the explicit equivalence in earlier notation, as
PX [x
t
t−q ∈ A
Nx
1 ] =
∫
ANx1 ×Ω
[t−q,t]
y
dPXY [x
t
t−q, y
t
t−q]
=
∫
A1
dtx1 . . .
∫
ANx
dtxNxpNx,0(q, t, {t
x}Nx1 ) +
∫ t
t−q
dty1
∫
A1
dtx1 . . .
∫
ANx
dtxNxpNx,1(q, t, {t
x}Nx1 , t
y
1)
+
∞∑
Ny=2
∫ t
t−q
dty1 . . .
∫ t
tNy−1
dtyNy
∫
A1
dtx1 . . .
∫
ANx
dtxNxpNx,Ny(q, t, {t
x}Nx1 , {t
y}
Ny
1 ) (C2)
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where pi,j is the probability density function for a path with i spikes in x and j spikes in y and Ω
[t−q,t]
y is the entire
relevant path space for trajectories in y on [t− q, t]. The numerator is then given by
lim
dt→0
1
dt
PX [xspike ∈ [t, t+ dt] ∩ x
t
t−q ∈ A
Nx
1 ]
= lim
dt→0
1
dt
∫
ANx1 ×Ω
[t−q,t+dt]
y
dPXY [x
t+dt
t−q , y
t+dt
t−q |t
x
Nx+1 ∈ [t+ dt]]
=
∫
A1
dtx1 . . .
∫
ANx
dtxNxλ
Nx,0
x|y (q, t, {t
x}Nx1 )pNx,0(q, t, {t
x}Nx1 )
+
∫ t
t−q
dty1
∫
A1
dtx1 . . .
∫
ANx
dtxNxλ
Nx,1
x|y (q, t, {t
x}Nx1 , t
y
1)pNx,1(q, t, {t
x}Nx1 , t
y
1)
+
∞∑
Ny=2
∫ t
t−q
dty1 . . .
∫ t
ty
Ny−1
dtyNy
∫
A1
dtx1 . . .
∫
ANx
dtxNxλ
Nx,Ny
x|y (q, t, {t
x}Nx1 , {t
y}
Ny
1 )pNx,Ny(q, t, {t
x}Nx1 , {t
y}
Ny
1 )
(C3)
where λi,jx|y is the spike rate in x given i spikes in the his-
tory of x and j spikes in the history of y and Ω
[t−q,t+dt]
y
is the entire relevant path space for trajectories in y
on [t − q, t + dt]. Since, in our example, pi,Ny ∝ λ
Ny
y ,
the integrated terms in eqs. (C2) and (C3) containing
pi,Ny must also be O(λy) (with higher order corrections
with origin in the refractory periods). Consequently,
when estimating λx, up to O(λy), we can truncate these
infinite series. Where we are permitted to truncate
the series is then determined by the chosen history
dependence of λx[x
t
t−q]. In our example each spike in
x must be preceded by a spike in y. Consequently,
since we are considering the O(λy) regime, such that
we need only O(λy) contributions, we consider only
the dominant path histories where the limit is valid.
As such we neglect the path histories with probability
densities ∝ λ2y and higher (Nx ≥ 2) and consider only
(up to) one spike in the history of x, Nx ≤ 1, such that
we may consider λx[x
t
t−q ≡ {q, t, t
x
1}] = λ
1
x(q, t, t
x
1) or
λx[x
t
t−q ≡ {q, t}] = λ
0
x(q, t) (where λ
i
x is the spike rate
given i spikes in the history of x).
We note that, despite this restriction, since λx ef-
fectively provides a weighted estimate of being within
the τ second long elevated rate period that follows a
spike in y, knowledge of additional historical spikes
in x sufficiently far in the past cannot have an effect
on the coarse grained rate λx. This is because any
inference from these distant spikes cannot change the
likelihood of currently being in an elevated rate period.
By considering the most recent time a hidden spike in y
can be associated with an additional historical spike in x
and its potential impact on subsequent spiking rates we
understand that any previous spikes in x, τr + τ seconds
or more prior to the time of the earliest spike in x in
the explicitly considered history, cannot effect its func-
tional form. This is because this is the latest time the
additional previous spike in x can occur, for which the
most recent possible associated causative spike in y can
have occurred, which gives y time to subsequently pass
through its refractory period and then spike again, caus-
ing the subsequent spike in the history of x, without the
uncertainty in its timing being reduced below the default
τ seconds length of the elevated rate window because of
that previous refractory period. Since in the low source
spike rate [O(λy)] regime, spikes in y, and thus x, are
increasingly uncommon, cases where the time between
any previous spike and the one included in its history are
less than τr+τ are suitably rare so long as τr+τ ≪ λ−1y .
We proceed with the Nx = 1 case, returning later
to the simpler Nx = 0 case. To consider the spike rate
with a history Nx = 1 we must include the spike in y that
preceded the spike in the history of x, but also the spike
that precedes the (potential) spike in question at time t
meaning all terms below Ny = 2 in the numerator and
the Ny = 0 term in the denominator must vanish. More
concisely we recognize that λi≥j,jx|y = 0 and pi>j,j = 0 in
the infinite series. Expanding the surviving terms in the
series about λy = 0, understanding that the integrals
over terms in pi,j are to leading order ∝ λjy, we recognize
that all first order terms in λy for λ
1
x are contained in
the expression
λ1x(q, t, t
x
1)
=
∫ t
t−q
dty1
∫ t
ty1
dty2λ
1,2
x|y(q, t, t
x
1 , {t
y}21)p1,2(q, t, t
x
1 , {t
y}21)∫ t
t−q
dty1p1,1(q, t, t
x
1 , t
y
1)
.
(C4)
In our example, we recognize that a spike in x must occur
within τ seconds of a spike in y so we may rewrite this
by fixing the timing of the (previous) single spike in x,
tx1 = 0 and set q = t + τ such that we have a result
valid for all q > t+ τ , leaving t as the only free variable.
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Consequently we drop the dependence on q = t + τ and
write
λ1x(t, t
x
1 = 0)
=
∫ t
−τ
dty1
∫ t
ty1
dty2λ
1,2
x|y(t, t
x
1 = 0, {t
y}21)p1,2(t, t
x
1 = 0, {t
y}21)∫ t
−τ
dty1p1,1(t, t
x
1 = 0, t
y
1)
.
(C5)
Finally, we point out that the same regime where spikes
occurring less than τr + τ seconds before tx1 = 0 are neg-
ligibly rare allows us to assert that in the probability
densities above, both x and y are not in their refractory
periods at t = −τ . Consequently, because y is otherwise
independent of x, we can directly write the above prob-
ability densities on the interval [−τ, t), which are given
by
p1,1(t, t
x
1 = 0, t
y
1)
=


λyλ
e
x|ye
−λy(t
y
1+τ) ty1 ∈ [−τ, 0)
×e−λy(t−Min[t,t
y
1+τ
r])eλ
e
x|yt
y
1 ,
0, ty1 /∈ [−τ, 0).
(C6)
λ1,2x|y(t, t
x
1 = 0, {t
y}21)p1,2(t, t
x
1 = 0, {t
y}21)
=


(λyλ
e
x|y)
2e−λy(t
y
1+τ) ty1 ∈ [−τ, 0)
×e−λy(t
y
2−(t
y
1+τ
r)) ty2 ∈ [Max[τ
r, t− τ ], t)
×e−λy(t−Min[t,t
y
2+τ
r])
×eλ
e
x|yt
y
1 e−λ
e
x|yMax[τ,t−t
y
2 ],
0, ty1 /∈ [−τ, 0)
or
ty2 /∈ [Max[τ
r, t− τ ], t).
.
(C7)
We can implement such forms via the integrals
∫ t
−τ
dty1p(t, t
x
1 = 0, t
y
1)
=
∫ 0
−τ
dty1λyλ
e
x|ye
−λy(t
y
1+τ)e−λy(t−Min[t,t
y
1+τ
r])eλ
e
x|yt
y
1
(C8)∫ t
−τ
dty1
∫ t
ty1
dty2λ
1,2
x|y(t, t
x
1 = 0, {t
y}21)p(t, t
x
1 = 0, {t
y}21)
=
∫ 0
−τ
dty1
∫ t
Min[t,Max[τr,t−τ ]]
dty2(λyλ
e
x|y)
2e−λy(t
y
1+τ)
× e−λy(t
y
2−(t
y
1+τ
r))e−λy(t−Min[t,t
y
2+τ
r])
× eλ
e
x|yt
y
1 e−λ
e
x|yMax[τ,t−t
y
2 ]
=
∫ t
Min[t,Max[τr,t−τ ]]
dty2
∫ 0
−τ
dty1(λyλ
e
x|y)
2e−λy(t
y
2+(τ−τ
r))
× e−λy(t−Min[t,t
y
2+τ
r])eλ
e
x|yt
y
1 e−λ
e
x|y(t−t
y
2)
= λ2yλ
e
x|y
(
eλ
e
x|yτ − 1
)
e−λ
e
x|y(t+τ)−λy(t+τ−τ
r)
×
∫ t
Min[t,Max[τr,t−τ ]]
dty2e
λex|yt
y
2−λy(t
y
2−Min[t,t
y
2+τ
r]).
(C9)
We note the assumption of τr ≥ τ allows us to swap the
order of the integrals as the second spike in y is rendered
independent of ty1 . Now, from the refractory period con-
straint we know that λx(t) = 0 for t < τ
r so we can
ignore the computation for such a regime. Consequently,
for the denominator, we can write
∫ 0
−τ
dty1λyλ
e
x|ye
−λy(t
y
1+τ)e−λy(t−Min[t,t
y
1+τ
r])eλ
e
x|yt
y
1
=
∫ 0
−τ
dty1λyλ
e
x|ye
−λy(t
y
1+τ)e−λy(t−t
y
1+τ
r)eλ
e
x|yt
y
1 , t ≥ τr
= λye
−λex|yτ−λy(t+τ−τ
r)(eλ
e
x|yτ − 1), t ≥ τr (C10)
The numerator, however, is more complicated and can
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be written
λ2yλ
e
x|y(e
λex|yτ − 1)e−λ
e
x|y(t+τ)−λy(t+τ−τ
r)
×
∫ t
Min[t,Max[τr,t−τ ]]
dty2e
λex|yt
y
2−λy(t
y
2−Min[t,t
y
2+τ
r])
= λ2yλ
e
x|y(e
λex|yτ − 1)e−λ
e
x|y(t+τ)−λy(t+τ−τ
r)
×


0, t < τr
∫ t
τr
eλ
e
x|yt
y
2−λy(t
y
2−t), τr ≤ t < τr + τ
∫ t
t−τ
eλ
e
x|yt
y
2−λy(t
y
2−t), t ≥ τr + τ
=


0, t < τr
λ2yλ
e
x|y(λ
e
x|y − λy)
−1, τr ≤ t < τr + τ
×(eλ
e
x|yτ − 1)e−(λ
e
x|y+λy)(t+τ)
×(eλ
e
x|yt+λyτ
r
− eλ
e
x|yτ
r+λyt)
λ2yλ
e
x|y(λ
e
x|y − λy)
−1, t ≥ τr + τ
×(eλ
e
x|yτ − 1)(eλ
e
x|yτ − eλyτ )
×e−2λ
e
x|yτ−λy(t+τ−τ
r)
.
(C11)
Considering the ratio of the results eq. (C11) and
eq. (C10), inserting λex|y = −τ
−1 ln[1− a] and discarding
all O(λ2y) terms and higher we find
λ1x(t, t
x
1 = 0) =

0, 0 ≤ t < τr(
1− (1− a)
t−τr
τ
)
λy, τ
r ≤ t < τr + τ
aλy, t ≥ τr + τ
+O(λ2y). (C12)
Returning to the Nx = 0 case we can avoid a similar,
albeit simpler, calculation by recognizing that we must
have, by continuity arguments, λ0x(t) = aλy. This then
allows one to calculate the pathwise transfer entropy
contributions set out in eq. (17) up to O(λy) wherever
the interspike intervals are greater than τr + τ .
To compute the transfer entropy rate we have, equiva-
lently,
T˙y→x =
1
(t− t0)
EP
[
Ty→x[x
t
t0 , y
t
t0 ]
]
=
1
(t− t0)
EP
[
Nx∑
i=1
∆Tt(ti)
]
=
1
(t− t0)
EP
[
Nx∑
i=1
ln
λex|y
λx[x
ti
ti−(τ+τr)
]
]
(C13)
T˙y→x = EP [∆Tt(t)]
= EP
[
(1− δx−t xt) ln
λex|y
λx[xtt−(τ+τr)]
]
. (C14)
Considering only O(λy) contributions allows for up to
one transition in y in the path measure such that the only
significant terms comprising the integral of the form in
Eq. (C2) are p0,1(t, t
y
1) and p1,1(t, t
x
1 , t
y
1) (since every spike
in x must be preceded by one in y), but with only the
latter leading to transitions in x and thus any transition
contributions ∆Tt. Taking the definition of the transfer
entropy rate in Eq. (C14) we may consequently write
T˙y→x(t) = lim
t0→−∞
∫ t
t0
dty1p0,1(t, t
y
1) · 0 + limt0→−∞
∫ t
t0
dtx1
∫ t
t0
dty1p1,1(t, t
x
1 , t
y
1)δ(t
x
1 − t) ln
[
−
ln [1 − a]
λ0x(t)τ
]
= lim
t0→−∞
∫ t
t0
dty1p1,1(t, t
x
1 = t, t
y
1) ln
[
−
ln [1− a]
λ0x(t)τ
]
=
∫ t
t−τ
dty1λ
e
x|yλye
−λy(t
y
1−(t−τ))−λ
e
x|y(t−t
y
1) ln
[
−
ln [1− a]
λ0x(t)τ
]
= (1− e−λ
e
x|yτ )λy ln
[
−
ln [1− a]
λ0x(t)τ
]
+O(λ2y) = aλy ln
[
−
ln [1− a]
aλyτ
]
+O(λ2y). (C15)
For completeness we may equivalently write the former definition, acknowledging that in the O(λy) regime we have
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Nx ≤ 1,
T˙y→x =
1
(t− t0)
∫ t
t0
dtx1
∫ t
t0
dty1p1,1(t, t
x
1 , t
y
1) ln
[
−
ln [1− a]
λ0x(t
x
1 )τ
]
+O(λ2y)
=
1
(t− t0)
∫ t
t0
dtx1p1(t, t
x
1) ln
[
−
ln [1− a]
λ0x(t
x
1)τ
]
+O(λ2y). (C16)
We can write the probability density
p1(t, t
′) = e
−
∫
t′
t0
λ0x(t
′′)dt′′
λ0x(t
′)e−
∫
t
t′
λ1x(t
′′,t′)dt′′
= λ0x(t
′) +O(λ2y). (C17)
Once again, the continuity requirements dictate that
λ0x(t
′) = aλy = λ
1
x(t
′′, t′), t′ − t′′ > τ + τr so that
T˙y→x =
1
(t− t0)
∫ t
t0
dtx1λ
0
x(t
x
1) ln
[
−
ln [1− a]
λ0x(t
x
1)τ
]
+O(λ2y)
=aλy ln
[
−
ln [1− a]
aλyτ
]
+O(λ2y). (C18)
Appendix D: Numerical scheme for arbitrary
spiking process
Here, we present a numerical scheme for computing
the coarse grained spike rate given a bipartite co-spiking
system. We imagine that in such systems the behav-
ior, of the joint system, at time t, is completely de-
scribed by the conditional spike rates λx|y[x
t
t−τxx , y
t
t−τxy ]
and λy|x[x
t
t−τyx , y
t
t−τyy ] such that the parameters τ
xx,
τxy, τyx and τyy represent a finite reliance on the past
in a manner analogous to a Markov order in discrete
time systems. A true Markov system is achieved in
the limit of these quantities going to zero. However,
when calculating the spike rate λx without knowledge
of y, the spike rates may have, in principle, an infi-
nite dependence on its past owing to the correlations
that arise from the bi-directional influence between the
two. Taking our previously established definition of the
coarse grained spike rate in the form of Eq. (C1) in x,
λx[x
t
t−s ≡ {s, t, {t
x}Nx1 }], we introduce, for brevity, the
notation∫
dytt0f(y
t
t0) = f0(y
t
t0 ≡ {t0, t})
+
∫ t
t0
dty1f1(y
t
t0 ≡ {t0, t, t
y
1})
+
∞∑
Ny=2
∫ t
t0
dty1 . . .
∫ t
ty
Ny−1
dtyNyfNy(y
t
t0 ≡ {t0, t, {t
y}
Ny
1 })
(D1)
such that
λx[x
t
t−s ≡ {s, t, {t
x}Nx1 }]
=
∫
dytt−sλ
Nx,·
x|y ({t
x}Nx1 , y
t
t−s)pNx,·({t
x}Nx1 , y
t
t−s)∫
dytt−spNx,·({t
x}Nx1 , y
t
t−s)
(D2)
such that pNx,· represents the probability densities (and
analogously λNx,·x|y for spike rates) used in the implicit
sum over pNx,j for paths that contain Nx spikes in
x and j spikes in y over a process of s seconds du-
ration. However, given that we can only construct
probability densities from conditional spike rates we
must, in general, always specify the relevant condition-
ing, i.e., we cannot write pNx,j({t
x}Nx1 , {t
y}j1) but in-
stead must write, by virtue of the process being bipar-
tite, pNx,j({t
x}Nx1 , {t
y}j1|x
t−s
t−(s+A), y
t−s
t−(s+B)) where A =
max(τxx, τxy), B = max(τyy , τyx). Using such den-
sities, and integrating over all {ty}j1 would unavoid-
ably lead to dependence in the calculated spike rate on
xt−st−(s+A), y
t−s
t−(s+B) which cannot, generally, be guaran-
teed not to change its value. Instead, we must recognize
that we cannot remove conditioning on some previous
spike history, since to integrate over it introduces more
conditional spike history, and instead must render it ir-
relevant to our calculation. To do so we recognize that
because we have specified strict Markov orders in λx|y
and λy|x, any additional dependence in the coarse grained
spike rate arises from correlation with the past and thus
must decay with that correlation. Consequently, we write
λx[x
t
t−s] = lim
s′→∞
λx|y[x
t
t−s, x
t−s′
t−(s′+A), y
t−s′
t−(s′+B)] (D3)
which can be achieved, approximately with fi-
nite s′, by integrating over all sequences for
ytt−s′ and x
t−s
t−s′ using the probability densities
pNx,·,·[{t
x}
N ′x+Nx
N ′x+1
, xt−st−s′ , y
t
t−s′ |x
t−s′
t−(s′+A), y
t−s′
t−(s′+B)]
indicating the set of probability den-
sities of the form pNx,N ′x,Ny [x
t
t−s ≡
{s, t, {tx}
N ′x+Nx
N ′x+1
}, xt−st−s′ ≡ {s
′, s, {tx}
N ′x
1 }, y
t
t−s′ ≡
{s′, t, {ty}
Ny
1 }|x
t−s′
t−(s′+A), y
t−s′
t−(s′+B)]. As such we may
utilize the following representation for λx[x
t
t−s]
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λx(x
t
t−s ≡ {s, t, {t
x}Nx1 })
= lim
s′→∞
∫
dytt−s′
∫
dxt−st−s′λ
Nx,·,·
x|y [{t
x}Nx1 , x
t−s
t−s′ , y
t
t−s′ ]pNx,·,·[{t
x}Nx1 , x
t−s
t−s′ , y
t
t−s′ |x
t−s′
t−(s′+A), y
t−s′
t−(s′+B)]∫
dytt−s′
∫
dxt−st−s′pNx,·,·[{t
x}Nx1 , x
t−s
t−s′ , y
t
t−s′ |x
t−s′
t−(s′+A), y
t−s′
t−(s′+B)]
(D4)
where
pNx,N ′x,Ny [x
t
t−s ≡ {s, t, {t
x}
N ′x+Nx
N ′x+1
}, xt−st−s′ ≡ {s
′, s, {tx}
N ′x
1 }, y
t
t−s′ ≡ {s
′, t, {ty}
Ny
1 }|x
t−s′
t−(s′+A), y
t−s′
t−(s′+B)]
= pNx+N ′x,Ny [x
t
t−s′ ≡ {s
′, t, {tx}
N ′x+Nx
1 , {t
y}
Ny
1 }}|x
t−s′
t−(s′+A), y
t−s′
t−(s′+B)]
= p
(τxx,τxy)
Nx+N ′x
[xtt−s′ ≡ {s
′, t, {tx}
N ′x+Nx
1 }|x
t−s′
t−(s′+τxx), {y
t
t−s′ ≡ {s
′, t, {ty}
Ny
1 }, y
t−s′
t−(s′+τxy)}]
× p
(τyx,τyy)
Ny
[ytt−s′ ≡ {s
′, t, {ty}
Ny
1 }|y
t−s′
t−(s′+τyy), {x
t
t−s′ ≡ {s
′, t, {tx}
Nx+N
′
x
1 }, x
t−s′
t−(s′+τyx)}] (D5)
from the bipartite property of the process with the last
line expressible by two probability densities of the form
in Eq. (B8). This is then a series of (nested) summations
and integrals which can be readily approximated using a
discrete time scheme. Naturally, if capturing all possible
path dependence in x, such that s = s′ → ∞, the path
integral over x is omitted.
Discussing the practicalities of implementing such
a process becomes cumbersome in the general case so
we reduce the problem to the special case used in the
numerical spiking example, but note that the technique
would be analogous. In the example, the target x
depends only on the history of the source y, the source
process y is independent of the target process x, the
source is Markov, and because the process can only ever
spike from the unspiked state, the Markovian property
is equivalent to complete independence of its history.
This has the consequence that we may consider τyy ց 0,
τyx ց 0 and τxx ց 0 hereafter denoted 0+ (we also note
that in our specific example we have τxy = tcut). This
also lets us fully specify all quantities involved in the con-
struction of pNx,Ny(x
t
t−τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, {tx}Nx1 }, y
t
t−2τxy ≡
{τxy, t, {ty}
Ny
1 }) without conditioning such that we can
write
pNx,Ny(x
t
t−τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, {tx}Nx1 }, y
t
t−2τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, {ty}
Ny
1 })
= p
(0+,0+)
Ny
(ytt−2τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, {tx}
Ny
1 })p
(0+,τxy)
Nx
(xtt−τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, {tx}Nx1 }|{y
t
t−2τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, {tx}Nx1 }}). (D6)
Notably, the independence of y from x provides condi-
tions where the conditional probability density defined
in the manner of Eq. (A2) aligns with the conditional
probability density in the usual sense. Next we recognize
that the independence of x from its history and y from
x means there is no mechanism for feedback from x to
itself, meaning that we have the property
λx[x
t
t−s] = λx[x
t
t−τxy ] ∀ s ≥ τ
xy
=
∫
dytt−2τxyλ
Nx,·
x|y (y
t
t−τxy)pNx,·[{t
x}Nx1 , y
t
t−2τxy ]∫
dytt−2τxypNx,·[{t
x}Nx1 , y
t
t−2τxy ]
. (D7)
To calculate λx thus requires approximation of the com-
ponent integrals and probability densities. Given specific
sequences of spikes in x and y, the densities may be rep-
resented directly by eqs. (B6) and (B8) with exponen-
tiated integrals performed numerically with convergence
in a discrete time parameter ∆t.
The complete infinite series of integrals in Eq. (D7)
of the form in Eq. (D1) quickly become infeasible so in-
stead of directly computing the infinite nested integrals
we choose a cutoff, k, for the number of spikes to in-
clude in the source path ytt−2τxy and then replace each
of the k sets of k nested integrals with a separate Monte
Carlo integration scheme. This is achieved, for a given
{i ∈ [0, k]} ∈ N, by placing N spikes randomly, with
floating point accuracy, on the interval [t − 2τxy, t) and
then taking the appropriate average of the associated
path probability densities. As with all Monte Carlo in-
tegration, this average does not take into account the
phase space volume of the original integrals which rep-
resent the “size” associated with the number of ways to
arrange k spikes on the interval in continuous time (such
that t1y < t
2
y < t
3
y and so on). This volume is given by
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the integral Ik(t− 2τxy, t) where
In(t0, t) =
∫ t
t0
dt1
∫ t
t1
dt2
∫ t
t2
dt3 . . .
∫ t
tn−1
dtn, (D8)
which we can solve by induction, since
In(t0, t) =
∫ t
t0
In−1(t1, t)dt1, (D9)
such that
In(t0, t) =
(t− t0)n
n!
. (D10)
We point out that one could approach the problem by
constructing the limit of a discretized time space (using
discretization δt, for example), thus considering proba-
bilities, differing from the probability densities by (δt)n
and where the phase space volume would be given by a
binomial coefficient such that
In(t0, t) =
(t− t0)n
n!
= lim
δt→0
(δt)n
(
(t− t0)/δt
n
)
. (D11)
Proceeding, we may approximate the integrals
∫
dytt−2τxypNx,·[{t
x}Nx1 , y
t
t−2τxy ]
= lim
∆t→0
k→∞
N→∞
k∑
Ny=0
(2τxy)Ny
Ny!N
N∑
i=1
p
(0+,τxy)
Nx,(∆t)
(xtt−τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, {tx}Nx1 }|{y
t
t−2τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, [{ty}
Ny
1 ]i}})
× p
(0+,0+)
Ny,(∆t)
(ytt−2τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, [{ty}
Ny
1 ]i}) (D12)
and∫
dytt−2τxyλ
Nx,·
x|y (y
t
t−τxy )pNx,·[{t
x}Nx1 , y
t
t−2τxy ]
= lim
∆t→0
k→∞
N→∞
k∑
Ny=0
(2τxy)Ny
Ny!N
N∑
i=1
λ
Nx,Ny
x|y (y
t
t−2τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, [{ty}
Ny
1 ]i}})
× p
(0+,τxy)
Nx,(∆t)
(xtt−τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, {tx}Nx1 }|{y
t
t−2τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, [{ty}
Ny
1 ]i}})p
(0+,0+)
Ny,(∆t)
(ytt−2τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, [{ty}
Ny
1 ]i})
(D13)
where [{ty}
Ny
1 ]i indicates the ith instance ofNy randomly
generated spikes in the source on the interval [t−2τxy, t)
and the probability densities labeled with ∆t indicate
they have used ∆t as a discretization parameter in their
numerical integrals. In our example model, where y is a
simple Poisson process, we have
p
(0+,0+)
Ny
(ytt−2τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, [{ty}
Ny
1 ]i})
= (λy)
Ny exp [−λy(2τ
xy)]
= lim
∆t→0
p
(0+,0+)
Ny,(∆t)
(ytt−2τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, [{ty}
Ny
1 ]i})
= lim
∆t→0
(λy∆t)
Ny (1− λy∆t)
2τxy
∆t −Ny . (D14)
The ratio of these two integrals, Eqs. (D12) and (D13),
then gives an estimate for λx given a path history x
t
t−τxy
containing Nx spikes. We note that in practice k is
chosen at runtime by comparing convergence in λx to
a tolerance parameter while ∆t and N are chosen at
compile time.
All of the above specifies how to construct λx for
a given path history in x, however, when modeling a
continuous time process we wish to obtain a value at
arbitrary points in time in order to meet some prac-
tical time discretization procedure. This can become
infeasible and so various strategies are implemented to
approximate and speed up this process. First, we assume
the property in the rate functions that for any kx, ky,
functions λx|y({t
x}kx1 , {t
y}
ky
1 ) and λy|x({t
x}kx1 , {t
y}
ky
1 )
(in the general case) are smooth in {tx}kx1 , {t
y}
ky
1 . This
allows us to assume smoothness in λx({t
x}k1) for k spikes
in x on some interval [t − s, t). This combined with the
observation that as time progresses λx as a function of
a cluster of n spikes in [t − s, t) is smooth in a single
variable describing the relative position of the cluster
in the interval until either a spike in the cluster leaves
the interval or a new spike enters by virtue of x spiking
points towards a general interpolation scheme described
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below, where we focus on the special case of the utilized
example where s = τxy:
1. For phase spaces containing a manageable num-
ber, nx, of spikes in x on [t − τx, t) (e.g., 2) pre-
compute λx(x
t
t−τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t, {tx}nx1 }) [alongside
λx(x
t
t−τxy ≡ {τ
xy, t}) being a constant value for
when there are no spikes on the interval] at val-
ues txi = {t − τ
xy, t − τxy + ∆τ interp, . . . , t − ∆t}
where ∆τ interp is a tuneable interpolation parame-
ter. Here, ∆t is included in the final value since t
is the “current” time such that a spike at t is not
in the processes’ history reflecting the right-open
interval [t− τxy, t).
2. Numerically generate a coevolving sequence of
spikes using λx|y(y
t
t−2τxy ) and λy utilizing temporal
discretization ∆t≪ ∆τ interp, ∆t≪ 1.
3. Partition the resultant spike train in x into inter-
vals, [tinti−1, t
int
i ), where for any t
′ ∈ [tinti−1, t
int
i ) there
are a constant number of spikes on the interval
[t′−τxy , t′). Given the discretization scheme, there
is a finite probability of a spike leaving the window
to the left at the same time as a spike enters from
the right after it is generated. In such cases, the
regimes before and after this event are partitioned.
4. First, we consider intervals [tinti−1, t
int
i ) where the
number of spikes in that interval, Nx, is less than
or equal to the established manageable number of
spikes, nx. For such values of nx we can take any
such spike history and estimate λx by interpolating
between the precomputed λx values in step one for
the closest matching spike histories (based on the
∆τ interp scheme). This is performed for each re-
quired t′ ∈ [tinti−1, t
int
i ) according to the numerically
generated spike trains with time discretization ∆t.
5. Next, we consider the remaining intervals [tinti−1, t
int
i )
such that the number of spikes in that interval, Nx,
is greater than nx. A crucial observation is that in
these intervals, where the number of spikes is con-
stant, the interspike times (i.e. txi − t
x
i−1) are also
constant for all times t′ ∈ [tinti−1, t
int
i ). This means
we can parametrize the entire spike sequence by
the relative position of a single spike, e.g. the time
of the Nxth spike relative to the time in question
t′, txNx . This can be captured by the single vari-
able t′ − txNx . Since the duration of the partitioned
interval is (tinti − t
int
i−1), we can compute values of
λx for sequences characterized by t
′ − txNx for val-
ues in [tinti − t
x
Nx
− (tinti − t
int
i−1), t
int
i − t
x
Nx
) with
intervals ∆τ interp. We can then use these values to
interpolate values of λx as measured for any time
t′ ∈ [tinti−1, t
int
i ) which are separated by the smaller
discretization parameter ∆t. The appropriateness
of the interpolation is assured by the initial assump-
tions of continuity.
This leaves us with intervals [tinti−1, t
int
i ) with Nx ≤ nx
where we utilize a precomputed interpolation scheme
of dimension up to nx and a series of independent
one-dimensional interpolation schemes for each remain-
ing [tinti−1, t
int
i ). This allows us to estimate λx for any
t′ ∈ [tinti−1, t
int
i ) for all values of i and thus for the entire
spike train. We note that in practice ∆τ interp is chosen
through a desired interpolation density which is rounded
up when necessary to fit the variable interpolation inter-
val lengths.
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